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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS SHEET

CREDENZAS
FEATURES 
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A4 filing drawers

Construction: Welded one-piece construction structure from a single sheet of steel.
Thickness: Drawers 7/10th 
Description: 3 or 4 drawers for A4 format suspension files (distance between centers 39 cm), folio (distance between centers 36.5 
cm) or foolscape (distance between centers 39 cm).
Handle: Recessed grip handles extending the full width of the drawer facades and incorporating translucent label holders.
Max. load per drawer: 46 kg
Lock: Central locking mechanism for securing all drawers simultaneously. Lock supplied with 2 keys. Master key available on request.
Runners: Telescopic runners with controlled extraction and end of run damping. Runners fitted with 4 ball-bearings and nylon 
rollers, together ensuring a silent and intensive use over the course of 80,000 opening/closing cycles. Fully extractable drawers.
SF capacity:
W. 800 mm = +/- 80 suspension files with V-shaped spine.
W. 1,200 mm = +/- 120 suspension files with V-shaped spine.
Other: 
Selective drawer opening, preventing multiple drawers from opening simultaneously. Unit fitted with a counterweight (anti-tipping 
mechanism).
Drawers with plain back panels and sides. SF frontal filing arrangement in 2 or 3 rows, or lateral filing (adapters supplied).

Construction: Shell made from one-piece construction welded sheet steel.
Sheet steel thickness: Shell 8/10th, Base & top 9/10th.
Manufacturing process: Manufactured using 40% recycled steel and is 99% recyclable.
Stabilizer feet: 4 adjustable stabilizer feet.
Guarantee: 5 years
Other: Units can be adjoined or secured to a wall. Double skinned facade for silent use.
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